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tricalculate advanced xva solutions have been developed for sell-side customers to improve their transparency and analytics on their own portfolios, as well as analysing
their own portfolios and those of their key counterparties. our advanced xva tools also allow investors to accurately analyse the quantitative exposure and risk implications

of the single source of deals received in all size, style, terms and conditions buy-side economics we are also pleased to continue to be recognised by the buy-side
economics award series. tricalculate’s innovative and broadly appealing xva solutions feature again in the 2018 buy-side economics awards 2018, which recognise the work
of technology vendors and analytics firms that have been innovating and advancing the use of xva or xva-like products within the buy-side market. sell-side review we are
very proud to be named winner of the sell-side review 2018 xva solution of the year award in the best sell-side analytics solution category. sell-side review takes out this

category again this year, and tricalculate was recognised for our xva solutions. the sell-side review awards recognise the products, algorithms and skills that have made the
sell-side sector healthier and more competitive over the last 12 months. waters technology awards tricalculate was also the winner of the best sell-side analytics product

category in the waters technology awards held at the waters tech conference in san diego. the awards celebrate the best technology solutions in the sell-side and buy-side
sectors and recognise the leading edge work of all the leading technology providers to produce analytical, analytical, processing and administration solutions for the buy-
side. this is the seventh time the tricalculate xva solution has been named in the awards. sell-side review we are also delighted to be featured in the sell-side review 2018
awards, which recognise the work of technology vendors and analytics firms that have been innovating and advancing the use of xva or xva-like products within the buy-
side market. tricalculate has been recognised for its xva technology, and is being rewarded for its innovative and broadly appealing use of xva solutions, which improve

transparency and analytics on their own portfolios, as well as analysing their own portfolios and those of their key counterparties. sell-side review’s editorial base includes
brokers, managers, investors, asset owners and risk officers. the sell-side review awards are now a best-in-class peer-ranked awards scheme for those seeking to

benchmark performance. tricalculate recently won the best-in-class reporting awards in november 2017.
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